Safe-T-Touch Glass System

The Stellar Hearth Safe-T-Touch double-paned glass system is designed for aesthetics AND safety.

We air wash the space between the inner and outer glass to allow the outer to stay between 130 and 170 degrees Fahrenheit, and no protective barrier is needed. The result is an unobstructed view of the beautiful fire and an outer glass that stays just warm to the touch – perfectly safe to be around curious hands and ideal for public places with a lot of traffic. (A)

The double-paned glass system also creates some absolutely mesmerizing reflections in the glass. The flames bounce between the two panes creating the illusion of multiple fires that look different from every angle (B).

Other features of the Safe-T-Touch glass system:
- Combustible materials allowed up to the glass opening
- Combustible mantel allowed at the top of the glass opening
- 1” framing clearance to sides and back
- 6” clearance to top
- Up to 6’ tall opening and 4’ deep firebox

Open - Hearth

Stellar Hearth custom fireplaces may also be designed as open-hearth fireplace without glass. If you’d like an unimpeded view of the fire feature, we can help you out.

Other features of the Open-Hearth system:
- 1” framing clearance to sides and back
- 6” framing clearance to top
- Up to 2’ tall opening and 4’ deep firebox